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Since 2015, we have been the fastest growing community pharmacy retailer, 
proudly serving Canadians in many communities across Canada.  We are 
committed to building a sustainable business dedicated to promoting health, 
wellbeing and independence of Canadians, no matter what challenges they may be 
facing. 

ESG Framework

Environmental, Social, and Governance

Neighbourly’s approach to environmental and social responsibility reinforces the 
Company values which are anchored on: 

. 

Neighbourly has the following programs and practices in place, fostering positive 
impact for our patients, our business and the environment.  

Healthy Communities Healthy and Inclusive 
Workplace  

Healthy and Sustainable 
Business Operations  
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Social

We support and improve access to health care for many communities across
Canada. Giving back to these communities is an integral part of our culture, and
we believe a key factor in the success of the Company.

• Neighbourly is a source of employment in many remote communities, with
64% of our pharmacies located in communities with population of less than
100,000 people.

• We contribute to the health and well-being of the communities and in 2022
we donated protective equipment, stationary supplies for Indigenous schools
and other essential goods to many communities in need.

• We are focused on forming strong relationships with Indigenous
Communities which make up close to 8.53% of our patients and customers.
We offer support by providing pharmacy services, delivery of essential
medication, and support healthy living programs in Indigenous communities.

• Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic our pharmacists have delivered
over 175,000 COVID-19 Vaccinations in underserved communities across
Canada.

• Neighbourly plays a key role in supporting harm reduction programs
associated with illicit drugs and opioid dependency by providing access to
addiction management treatment and support.

Healthy Communities
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Governance

Our employees are our most valuable resource, and their contribution is critical
to our success. We promote a positive and collaborative work environment,
diversity, inclusion and mutual respect. We believe that the focus of operating as
a socially responsible company serves to motivate and deepen the engagement
of our employees, builds stronger relationships with our customers and
employees and positively impacts the communities in which we operate.

• Neighbourly has been recognized as one of Canada’s Best Managed
Companies Award for two years in a row.

• The Company holds weekly townhall meetings with all employees and
senior management to keep teams up to date on business developments
and operational performance.

• We empower employees through training and professional development
programs:

o At Neighbourly, we foster a diverse and inclusive workplace by
promoting gender diversity. Approximately 1,625 of our 2,036
employees are women, representing approximately 80% of our
workforce.

o Currently 25% of Neighbourly’s senior management team and
approximately 29% of the members of the Board are women.

Healthy and Inclusive Workplace
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Governance

o We are committed to providing and maintaining safe working
conditions for our employees. We mandate health and safety training
for all employees and regularly monitor our health and safety records.

o Neighbourly continually works to enhance its governance structure
and processes and the Board regularly reviews company policies and
procedures. In 2022 the Board approved an updated Code of Business
Conduct, which all of our employees have been asked to review and
acknowledge.

o Currently, apart from the CEO, all other members of Neighbourly’s
Board of Directors are independent.

Healthy and Inclusive Workplace
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Environmental and Sustainability Impact

As a leading provider of health care in underserved communities our focus on
health and safety is at the heart of everything we do. In many regions, our
pharmacists are permitted to independently prescribe and renew medications
for minor ailments and conditions, give vaccinations, order lab testing, and more,
all without a physician’s involvement. Pharmacists are the most accessible
health care professionals and are often the only health care provider in
underserviced communities. This gives Neighbourly the ability to play a role of a
leading health-care provider across small and remote communities in Canada.

• Neighbourly is a health care first business, with 78% of revenues in 2022
derived from prescriptions. The Company dispensed over 7.2 million
prescriptions over the last year.

• Product Safety and Handling procedures are of utmost importance. Staff
Training Initiatives around safe and accurate dispensing and minimizing
errors is in place and pharmacists stay up to date on training and continuing
education, ensuring compliance with provincially mandated regulations.

We also recognize that climate change is one of the most pressing global issues
and therefore have taken steps to improve the sustainability of our operations,
among them implementing initiatives to divert waste and reduce our energy
consumption.

Healthy and Sustainable Business
Operations
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Environmental and Sustainability  

• We have waste diversion initiatives in place and in Fiscal 2022 we were able
to divert 309 metrics tonnes of waste, a 38% improvement compared to the
prior year. The company’s waste diversion rate for Fiscal 2022 was 57.6%.

• Additionally, we have operating procedures to reduce the use of paper
through the implementation of optimized medication packaging,
electronics record retention and online training.

• Hazardous waste disposal procedures are implemented across the entire
network to reduce harm on individuals or the environment.

• We continue to replace high wattage lightbulbs across our network with
energy efficient LED lighting.

Healthy and Sustainable Business
Operations
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